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As there is not a separate spec for the epoxy flooring system, I was hoping that you could help
me clarify what you are wanting to be installed. I read “a two coat epoxy system with non-skid
flake”. Is that for all areas (in the kennel and office building)? Please use Granitex Seamless
Flooring by Arizona Polymer Flooring or equal. This is for all areas that call for epoxy floor finish.
Do you have a basis of design that we can refer to, or just our basic flak system? Please use
Granitex Seamless Flooring by Arizona Polymer Flooring or equal. Color to be determined by
owner.
Also, on sheet A3.0 General Note #4 calls for the epoxy to cover the lower half of the wall with a
cove base at the bottom. Is that for all four rooms receiving epoxy in that building? (103, 104,
105, & 106)? How high is halfway? This is correct. All four rooms are to receive the same flooring
treatment. The flooring is to cover the bottom 4’-0” of the wall. Use a standard 6” cove base.
And since we are putting epoxy on the floors, would you just want us to extend the epoxy up the
walls, building in the cove base (I’m pretty sure that’s what you are asking but I’m just triple
checking). This is correct.
The trench drains on the plumbing sheets. Are those to be stainless steel inserted trench drains
or do they need to be coated with epoxy? The trench drain is to be stainless steel. Do not cover
the trench drain with epoxy.
There is not a basis of design for the epoxy flooring system, are substitution requests needed? If
they are, what information would you like. I can provide data sheets or a side-by-side
comparison to any basis of design. The basis of design is Granitex Seamless Flooring. Provide
submittal for approval for substitution.

